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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Should we care whether our landscape plants are native or exotic?  We’ve been talking about invasive insects and plants.  The invasive plant issues touches our landscapes as well as our ponds and forests.  Winterberry, a native, deciduous holly is the left photo.  Japanese Barberry is the shrub on the right.  JB is on CT’s invasive plant list.  The Connecticut Nursery & Landscape Association has volunteered to ban 13 cultivars of this plant that research has shown to be invasive.  Connecticut has 584 plants and animals listed as endangered, threatened or of special concern.  Can our choices for landscape plants help conserve wildlife?
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A brief outline of my talk.



DEFINITIONS


 
Native – already growing here 
when European settlers arrived.  
Cultivars.


 

Exotic – plants Europeans brought 
with them and others that have 
been introduced since.
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Presentation Notes
For the purpose of this talk I am going to use the following definitions.   I’ve used a broad definition of native, including cultivars being developed by the nursery industry.  Others use a narrower definition.  



Exotic vs Invasive


 
INVASIVE plants are 
– non-native (or alien) to the ecosystem under 

consideration and 
– plants whose introduction causes or is likely 

to cause economic or environmental harm or 
harm to human health. 


 

Not all exotics are INVASIVE.
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I also need to point out that in CT an invasive plant by definition is exotic.  However, not all exotics are invasive.  I will show some of these later in the talk.



Natives Can Behave Invasively


 

Red maples 
at the 
Bovenzi 
Land Trust in 
Worcester


 

Poison Ivy


 
Greenbriar
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I have been coordinating an Asian Longhorned Beetle awareness program.  When I visited the Worcester infestation last May we toured the �Bovenzi property belonging to the Worcester Land Trust.  Red maples had taken over this area and were infested with the Asian Longhorned beetle.  Who of us hasn’t wanted to see poison ivy on the invasive plant list?  While working with Dr. Todd Mervosh on an oriental bittersweet project at Bluff Point State Park in Groton I got to know greenbriar or Smilax.  We had to cut our way through this very thorny vine to even get to the oriental bittersweet.  However, these plants are native and so by definition can’t be on the invasive plant list.



Asian Longhorned Beetle

male female
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Here is the Asian Longhorned beetle.  Think patent leather – shiny, smooth, black.  Up to 1.5” long.  Starry night beetle.



Adults emerge in July, feed,
mate, lay eggs and die.
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These beetles lay eggs through the bark.  Larvae chew their way into the heartwood of the tree.  After pupating, adults chew their way out through 3/8 – 5/8” holes in the bark.  Thanks to CAES inspection team for these images.  I’d like to ask each of you to keep an eye out for this beetle this summer from mid-July through the fall.  There is literature on a table that gives information on how to report this beetle if you suspect it.  



BIODIVERSITY  DECREASING


 
Doug Tallamy, researcher at the University of 
Delaware, states “the wild creatures we 
enjoy. . . . will not be here in the future if we 
take away their food and the places they live.”


 

CT has 584 species listed as being 
endangered, threatened or of special concern


 

Scientists estimate that we are losing 3 
species per hour worldwide (DEP Wildlife Division)

Tallamy’s Work
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  Doug Tallamy, University of Delaware wrote a book titled ‘Bringing Nature Home’.  In it he states   This is not news to most of us.  We have been hearing about endangered wildlife for a long time.  In fact, CT has .   Pete Picone, of DEP wildlife has been running programs to protect wildlife for many years.



NO PLACE TO HIDE


 
Humans have disturbed much of the 
land in the U.S.


 

4 million linear miles of public roads, plus


 

driveways, parking lots and sidewalks


 
by 1986 over 69 million acres were

managed urban and suburban landscapes


 

What ‘natural’ land remains is so 
fragmented and filled with invasive 
species it is of little use to wildlife.
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Why are species becoming extinct?  Not easy to answer but Tallamy says loss of habitat – places where wildlife can get food, shelter and reproduce – is one part of the problem.



RESTORATION  ECOLOGY


 
Suburban landscapes, if filled with a 
diversity of native plants, can fill the void to 
some extent

– Remove invasive plant species and plant 
natives.

– Larger wildlife such as cougar, gray wolf and 
ivory-billed woodpecker can not survive in 
such small areas.
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Tallamy suggests that planting natives in suburban landscapes can restore wildlife habitat on a small scale.  Connecticut College in New London has been experimenting with native landscape plants since the 50s.  They have some helpful publications.



 Choose plants that native bugs will feed on

(native ornamentals)

 then songbirds will have something to eat

 then hawks will have something to eat, etc.

A NEW Way to Look 
at Gardening
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A balanced ecosystem where native bugs do not eat native plants to extinction.



© Michael Thomas

Black Swallowtail
Connecticut Biodiversity
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Black swallowtail nectaring on native coneflower.  They are many new cultivars of this plant available – oranges, whites, salmon colored.
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The larva of black swallowtail, a native insect, feeding on an exotic plant, flat Italian parlsey in my vegetable garden.  It will also feed on Queen Anne’s Lace and other members of the umbel or carrot family.  To me the caterpillar is just as beautiful as the butterfly.



Shadblow 
Serviceberry 

Amelanchier
-Tree shrub.

- Deciduous. 

- Excellent fall foliage
color.  Vivid           
orange to red.
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Serviceberry is a tree native to the Northeast.  Tree and shrub forms are available.



- blooms before leaves

- suckers if happy

- sun, prefers moist soil

- fruit great for birds
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The berries are very sweet and can be used in jams and jellies.  However, it is difficult to get them before the birds do.  Many invasives, oriental bittersweet, autumn olive and the honeysuckles provide berries to hungry birds.  However, there are natives, the dogwoods and viburnums, which can also provide berries for the birds.



Viburnum
Viburnum spp.

• Very diverse group of flowering 
shrubs with fruits of many colors. 

• carlesii - Koreanspice
• opulus - European 
Cranberrybush
• plicatum var. tomentosum – 
Doublefile

•NATIVES
•V. dentatum Arrowood
•V. lentago Nannyberry

• sun; well-drained, acidic soil
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Viburnums pose a problem:  while excellent food for birds because of berry production, currently an exotic beetle is spreading through the state eating the thin leaved NATIVE species.  Thick hairy species such as carlesii and plicatum tomentosum are not attacked.  The top photo is the educational garden in Windsor at the Valley Lab.
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VLB overwinters as eggs laid in new twigs (photo magnified).  Larvae hatch and feed on folaige for a month, mid-May to mid-June.  They drop to the ground and pupate, emerging as adults in July.  They feed on foliage, mate, lay eggs and die.  Both adult and larval feeding are very damaging.  A long term solution will be to plant only the resistant varieties.



Summersweet - Clethra alnifolia

• slow growth, oval form 

• fragrant flowers July – 
August, white or pink

• prune late winter

• sun to part shade 

• tolerates wet feet
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Coastal Texas to Nova  Scotia.  Native that has cultivars found in Ct – Ruby Spice found at broken arrow nursery in Hamden.



Buttonbush, 
Cephalanthus occidentalis

- deciduous shrub
- grows 3 – 6 ft. tall
- open loose habit

-white, 1 inch, ball-shaped
flowers June – August,
some fragrance

- opposite leaves are glossy
dark green, up to 6 in. long.
2 in. wide

- likes moist soils
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Buttonbush is a great nectar source for butterflies in the summer months.   Open loose habit does not always fit into our current landscapes.



© Michael Thomas

PEARL CRESCENT
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Adult Food
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Adults will get nectar from milkweed flowers



Larval Food
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Larvae feed on several types of asters
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Monarchs – adults feed on milkweed, asters and other flowers
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Larvae feed on milkweed foliage.  We were able to rear them in our office one summer. There are several species of milkweed – common, swamp, green and butterfly weed.  Here is the beautiful chrysalis of the monarch.



© Michael Thomas

Red Spotted 
Purple

Adults eat rotted fruit,

aphid honeydew, 

carrion, dung
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This photo of Mike Thomas graces the cover of the CT Butterfly Atlas put out by DEP. 



Larval Food
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Red spotted purple larva eat the leaves of black cherry trees.  Many native insects feed on native black or pin cherry trees.



Mustard Sallow
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I got to know this insect while working in the educational gardens at the Valley Lab in Windsor.  These gardens are open to the public during daylight hours.  Larva of a noctuid or owlet moth that likes to eat witchhazel.  Another good book to have on hand if you are interested in getting to know CT’s insect biodiversity is “Caterpillars of Eastern North America”.



Witchhazel
Hamamelis spp.

CARY AWARD WINNER

• 15 - 20’ x equal width; vase-shaped; 
medium growth rate; yellow or red fragrant 
flowers early or late winter

• sun to part shade; acidic, well-drained 
soil
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Cary Awards – low maintenance plants for Northeast gardens.  Some native, some exotic.



Eastern 
Bluebird
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Visit our Bird & Butterfly Garden
at Lockwood Farm.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bluebirds are insect feeders.  Lisa Kacyzenski an administrative assistant here in New Haven maintains a bluebird trail at our Lockwood Farm in the Mount Carmel section of Hamden.  The bird and butterfly garden at the farm is open from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday through Friday.
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Nectar feeding Horse Fly
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Truly just a nectar feeder, this horse fly is endangered in CT.



© Michael Thomas
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An Endangered Species



©© Michael ThomasMichael Thomas

BUMBLE  BEE
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Our bees need protection.  Do not spray insecticides on flowers or where bees are foraging.



Well Behaved 
Exotics

Stewartia koreana
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20 – 30’, upright; rate: slow
no cultivars, other species: Japanese psuedocamellia
 - sun; moist, acid organic soil




Japanese 
Umbrella 

Pine
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Sciadopitys verticillata - ‘Wintergreen’
 broad pyramid growing 30’tall by 20’wide, slow grower
sun; moist, acid soils



CONCLUSIONS
TALLAMY does make a convincing argument,
however:

AESTHETICS:  highbush blueberry does not do the 
same thing in the landscape that burning bush does.  Be prepared for 
an open, shaggier look to your landscape.  

Nurserymen are developing cultivars of natives that have tighter, more 
compact growth habits.

INVASIVES:  As I remove them from my property, I am
planting natives.  Make small changes at first.

EXOTICS:  I am not ready to completely give up on my 
exotics.
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What should I plant?
Joe-pye weed Goldenrod

Asters Morning glory
Violets Sedges

Sunflowers Coral honeysuckle
Native geraniums Black-eyed susan

Iris Evening primrose
Milkweeds Verbena

Beardtongue Blackberries, 
raspberries
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Woody Plants 
Good Insect Food
Poplar, 

Cottonwood 
Blueberry, 

cranberry
Willow Maple, boxelder

Cherry, Plum Elm

Birch Pine

Oak Hickory

Crabapple Hawthorn
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Rose Hiskes 
Department of Entomology 

123 Huntington Street 
P. O. Box 1106 

New Haven, CT  06504 

Phone: 203.974.8483 
Email:  Rose.Hiskes@ct.gov 
Website:  www.ct.gov/caes

mailto:Rose.Hiskes@ct.gov
http://www.ct.gov/caes
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